
Fertility Source Companies - Donor and Surrogacy
Agency

25909 Pala, Suite 180
Mission Viejo, California 92691
United States

Phone: 949.872.2800

Fertility Source Companies has been in business since 2003 and our goal is to

provide individuals and couples assistance in beginning or growing their family. This

includes matching with an egg donor, gestational surrogate, or both. As one of the

largest egg donation and surrogacy agencies operating on a national level in the

United States, we are proud to provide you with the most comprehensive third party

reproductive care and coordination. Through its divisions, The Donor Source and

The Surrogacy Source, the company’s purpose is to provide the highest degree of

commitment, support and guidance to intended parents, egg donors and

surrogates.Fertility Source Companies is proud to offer our services to the LGBT

community, and we have had great success assisting LGBT intended parents on

their rewarding journey to parenthood. When considering a surrogate pregnancy or

selecting an egg donor, come to Fertility Source Companies with the confidence

that our caring staff will help guide you toward your goal while recognizing the

amazing journey you are on. We can connect you to the necessary resources to

help you learn about surrogacy laws in your area and other distinctions specific to

your journey.Our current CEO, Donna Raidy, and former CEO, Steve Masler, are

founding members of the Society for Ethics in Egg Donation and Surrogacy (SEEDS).
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practices first. We are a member of American Society for Reproductive Medicine

(ASRM), abiding by all guidelines set forth.The Donor Source™ - Since 2003 we have

served over 4,500 national and international intended parents. We offer intended

parents a unique and interactive database allowing you to customize search

preferences, receive email notifications when new donors are added,

save “favorite” donors, and reserve a donor instantly. This unique combination of

benefits offers our intended parents more security that their donor will be available

and eligible as they embark on this extraordinary journey. The Donor Source is a

leading egg donor agency that includes a database of over 350 qualified and

available egg donors who have been met with and thoroughly counseled as to the

commitment involved in an egg donation cycle. All donors are pre-qualified based

on ASRM and FDA guidelines along with a comprehensive personal and family

history profile.The Surrogacy Source™ - The Surrogacy Source is a specialized

surrogacy program that carefully matches intended parents with gestational

surrogates. You can rest assured our surrogates have been fully screened through a

background check, insurance review, and psychological evaluation. We are able to

identify excellent candidates for our intended parents through in-depth review of

pregnancy records by our Registered Nurse. Through the user-friendly database,

gestational surrogates and intended parents can breeze through the application

process and profiles searches. Both will also have a dedicated Director to help guide

them through the matching process to find the best fit.Three of our staff members

are experienced gestational surrogates with intimate knowledge of your journey

from start-to-finish. We surpassed 620 live births as of January 2021 and we

couldn’t be happier in supporting our intended parents and gestational surrogates

through their incredible journeys.
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